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Rant

I'm working in computer scientist lab. I'm windows sysadmin. I have 50 windows users and I
manage 150 windows computer, With AD DS, and several windows services : AD DS, WSUS,
deployment, printer server, and so on. I'm in a team with 5 people and all are Linux admin except
myself.

Everyday I have to endure those people look down at me because I'm windows admin. Everyday I
have to endure those people saying they do not understand what I am talking about. Sometimes I
want to give up. I have enough people at work look at me as "untermench" because I'm windows
admin.

Anyone among you had to deal with this kind of behaviour?

PS. Mod can delete this post. I think I feel myself bad...

59% Upvoted

Posted by u/theodiousolivetree Windows Admin 3 months ago

Windows admin means you're nothing?

 93 Comments  Share 

Comment as theodiousolivetree

the_spad What's the worst that can happen? 42 points · 3 months ago

Unfotunately there is a particular subset of *nix admins (and users) who view anyone who
isn't a *nix admin (or user) as some sort of underclass.

There is also a fairly large subset of Windows admins who, frankly, shouldn't be allowed
anywhere near any kind of server, regardless of platform, but because the barrier to entry is
very low in a lot of cases have managed to land themselves positions in the industry.

Combine the two and you often end up with non-Windows admins making very sweeping
assumptions about Windows admins.

 What are your thoughts?
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However, you'll soon realise that it doesn't matter what area you work in, there are always
complete idiots who have somehow managed to find a way in despite being unable to find
their arse with both hands, and there are always complete idiots who make stupid
assumptions about other peoples' competence based on their own preconceptions rather
than any actual evidence.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 24 points · 3 months ago

*Nix admin here.

Thankful for Windows admins. They make it so I don't have to deal with the insanity of a
Windows environment.

Whatever makes you money. I already consider myself a whore. I do things for money.
Sometimes, things I'm not proud of, or things I want to do. But, I do it for money.
Windows admins are in the same boat.

So, hats off to the Wintel admins, for helping me not have to do that.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award



jeromeza -27 points · 3 months ago (17 children)

hasthisusernamegone 13 points · 3 months ago

Let's turn this on it's head. You're the only one in the team who knows the Windows
environment? Then that makes you unique. Seems like one of them could leave and they'd
be ok, whereas if you left they'd be stuffed.

So don't let them tell you you're less than them - you're doing a job they don't know how to
do.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 7 points · 3 months ago

If they are anything like me, I know how to do the Windows stuff. I feign ignorant, just so
I don't have to touch any of it.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

XANi_ Senior Cat Herder 1 point · 3 months ago

Amen brother

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Maleboligia 1 point · 3 months ago

Great way to look at it.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ZAFJB 11 points · 3 months ago

There are three possibilities:

your colleagues behave badly

you behave badly

there is poor communication
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Almost all of the time, the problem is poor communication.

those people look down on me

How do you know this?

Have you discussed it with them?

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Doso777 11 points · 3 months ago

Last time i had to deal with people like that i simply had a look at their Linux/Unix
environment. Servers not updated, SunOS that has been EOL for over a decade, bind dns
timeouts, the list goes on. Sometimes Linux admins aren't as great as they think they are.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 3 points · 3 months ago

SunOS EOL'd, but still running rock stable as ever :)

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

leftunderground 2 points · 3 months ago

As long as it's not connected to a network and can't ever be touched by untrusted
users, sure:

https://www.cvedetails.com/version-list/5/5/1/SUN-Sunos.html

 

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Doso777 1 point · 3 months ago

I just checked, still reachable from the internet. :(

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 0 points · 3 months ago

Or, connected, and bastioned away from the public internet.

Most vulnerabilities aren't really an issue, unless they are publicly accessible to the
internet.

If your employees are hacking your machines, or attackers are on the inside, well,
you've got a bigger problem than an EOL'd SunOS box.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

leftunderground 1 point · 3 months ago

It's not so much that I'm worried my employees would intentionally do
something awful, it's more of an issue of them doing something accidentally
awful. "Hey, we need one of the services on this server open to the internet so
Alice can provide service A to Bob more efficiently". Suddenly the server is in
your DMZ.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 0 points · 3 months ago
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And with that, you say,"NO" until the executive sign off on the business risk
analysis.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

oliverwiegers 15 points · 3 months ago

No matter if one likes the software and tools you use or not. If they respect you for the
person you are, they won't treat you like this. The problem is not you being Linux or
Windows admin. The problem is your team being a**holes.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

chocotaco1981 5 points · 3 months ago

maybe you just work with dickheads.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

rswwalker 5 points · 3 months ago

Linux, Windows, MacOS, AIX, doesn’t matter.

Sysadmin transcends all platforms, it’s a job of making all the different parts work as one.

Give me anything and in a day or two I’ll have it roughly figured out. In a week or two I’ll
have it fully documented, so anybody could maintain it.

Of course things are a lot easier if they are documented from the beginning.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

JamesyUK30 3 points · 3 months ago

Honestly you get this in any industry, people who work on niche products know they are
invaluable as they aren't easily replaced which means they get a big head. Don't sweat it
there are plenty of terrible Linux admins just like Windows admins, it's not a mutually
exclusive club.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

YellowOnline Sr. Sysadmin 3 points · 3 months ago

You run a very small environment, which puts you in a bit if a weak position if the nix
environment is much bigger - which I presume if they have 4 admins - but they're still
assholes.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

bei60 3 points · 3 months ago

"Windows admin means you're nothing?" - Of course not.

It's about what you make of it. You maintain a working, functional Windows environment.
That's something to begin with. You'll have to accept that and respect yourself, because it
all starts with you. If you like what you do, and challenge yourself often and keep learning
new things, then who cares what they think (assuming they actually "look down" on you)?
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Take it easy, and if possible, learn a bit of Linux. It wouldn't hurt your career and you'll get a
bit both worlds.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

highlord_fox Moderator | /r/sysadmin Sock Puppet 3 points · 3 months ago

PS. Mod can delete this post. I think I feel myself bad...

Ya'll can delete your own posts, stop making more work for us. =P

 

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

EconomyBar Oracle Consultant 5 points · 3 months ago

Windows admin means you're nothing?

No, there are far more of you which makes you lower paid and easier to replace. Sorry if
this offends anyone reading, just market economics.

I've had it before but then since i've joined a team where i'm the only one with Azure, AD
and Hyper-V skills.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 3 points · 3 months ago

I've tried explaining this to some folk. Windows folks are easier to replace, but also
easier to find a job (Tons of them out there), and lower paid. Linux folks are higher paid,
but can struggle to find a job sometimes, because they just aren't open spots as often.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

XANi_ Senior Cat Herder 1 point · 3 months ago

Yup, the job OP has is basically done by senior helpdesk here.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

leftunderground 2 points · 3 months ago

Your senior helpdesk runs the entire Windows infrastructure? I assume this includes
AD, DNS, Email, ADFS, SMB, Certificate Services, and these days a mix of Azure/O365?
And ofcourse making sure all of this is reliable and backed up properly (meaning you
can actually restore it).

Or are you in an environment where these things don't exist?

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Kaminiti -1 points · 3 months ago

All of that can be done fine by a "senior helpdesk" if by circunstances can't switch
jobs/can't ask for a promotion , the most usual being lack of formal education. In
reality, that "senior helpdesk" is a sysadmin who also does his helpdesk duty in a
small company that lacks the decence of acknowledge his real job position.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

RCTID1975 1 point · 3 months ago

Well no, because as we all know here, job titles mean fuck all.
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Just because someone's job title is "senior helpdesk", that doesn't mean it's his
actual job.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

XANi_ Senior Cat Herder -1 points · 3 months ago

I was talking about services OP mentioned, not random stuff you asspulled

We do run email/backup/dns/hypervisors and helped install some other services
but most of configuration is theirs.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

leftunderground 1 point · 3 months ago

I thought you were talking about windows admins which this thread is about.
Generally when I think Windows Admin I think all the things I listed out. Given
the OP said he is sole system admin I assume that means he's responsible for
all that too.

If this isn't a small shop these services are critical; and having senior helpdesk
run it would be insane.

Also, not sure why you're being so aggressive, I was asking you a basic
question. Chill out homie.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

XANi_ Senior Cat Herder 1 point · 3 months ago

Just that assuming that just because someone have windows then they
must have (and manage) every service windows provides is a bit silly,
especially that's just 50 people shop

If this isn't a small shop these services are critical; and having senior
helpdesk run it would be insane.

You are too attached to job title. And sysadmin is an overloaded one.

I've seen "sysadmins" that are basically developers just working in sysadmin
department, and on other side I've seen people that are basically helpdesk
(working on real basic stuff, barely knowing what DNS works etc.), just so
happens their work is mostly about server boxes so "sysadmin"

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

leftunderground 1 point · 3 months ago

If you are the only windows system admin in a shop how could I assume
anything other than that person manages every windows service that a
business typically has? It's specifically why I asked if those services were
really being managed by your senior helpdesk or if someone else was
taking care of that critical infrastructure.

I guess I'm just not understanding your argument. I don't understand if
you're saying your environment doesn't have these things. If you're
saying you're assuming the OP doesn't have these things. Or your
making a totally different argument.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award
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XANi_ Senior Cat Herder 1 point · 3 months ago

I'm saying assuming they do have all of them is unreasonable, you
can run many businesses just fine on "just" hosted e-mail and basic
AD setup. or go completely overkill way and host literally every single
service on-site

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

cpizzer 2 points · 3 months ago

I admin 8 RedHat servers that support the core of our eHR system. I have 2 co-workers that
support ~100 servers for the Windows Infrastructure of the eHR and as a whole (team of 15)
we together support ~1000+ windows servers.

I guess the point I am trying to make (horribly) is it takes all types to make the organization
run. I am lucky enough to have heavy Windows knowledge so that I have been able to write
scripts in RedHat to query Domain Services.

To your point though, I almost feel like there is a wierd stigma related to being a Windows
admin vs *nix, which I don't understand. I do find Windows provides a lot of tools to get the
job done, but *nix generally requires more knowledge and understanding of the Whys. This
doesnt at all make you less then your co-workers though.

Is there a respect problem at the personal relation level? I couldn't do my job effectively if
my co-workers couldnt do thiers. We have a great working relationship and respect each
other emmensly. Just a thought.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

sofixa11 6 points · 3 months ago · edited 3 months ago

Sorry, but i get that. It's a shitty thing to say/demonstrate to a colleague, but i get their
point 100%.

You said this is a computer scientist lab - that means the Linux admins work with HPC or
similar, basically the technical bread and butter of the lab. You maintain PCs and deal with
users(even if it's a small subset of your job, it still is), which is generally considered a low-
level admin job (even in Windows world, is my impression). It certainly doesn't help that
Windows is a shitty platform by design and your average *nix blows it out of the water for
just about anything not related to PCs, so they feel they're working on something better,
bigger and much more important to where you work. It certainly doesn't help that pure
Linux or pure Windows admins are pretty enclosed in their world ("There's Powershell on
Linux now, why would anyone use bash", "Powershell is a piece of crap trying to do what
i've been doing for the past 20 years with bash") and as someone else said here, the barrier
of entry to Windows admin is very low (basically a support technician+ can make do as a
Windows admin).

In any case, you contribute as well - it's like being in a company that sells storage systems.
Who contributes more, the people who design the hardware, the people who write the
software that makes it run, the sales guys who actually bring the money, the marketing
people who enable them to do so, the admin who manages all their PCs enabling them to
do their jobs, or the facilities staff that enables all of them to do their job? It's wrong to start
evaluating contribution, and everyone should be treated well.

It's normal they don't understand some of what you're saying (as a Linux admin, i honestly
couldn't care less about print servers, but i'd still listen and discuss out of courtesy), but that
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doesn't mean they have to be assholes (looking down on you).

You shouldn't base your self worth on what others think of you though. If you're proud of
what you've done, be proud of it even if your colleagues can't appreciate it. If it bothers you
too much, look around for another job where you'll be more appreciated and where you'll
have colleagues on the same level (meaning that work similar things and will understand
you).

Edit: Any of the downvoters care to explain why they disagree with me?

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

iwifia Cloud Admin 3 points · 3 months ago

I upvoted because you really are not wrong.

I am a windows admin but deal a little on the linux side when needed (300 person
company), but use Solus as my daily driver at home, most of this sub are windows so
they don't understand what nix can do for them unless they are more senior.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

grep65535 3 points · 3 months ago

Edit: I agree with you.

I have a lot of experience on both sides, but I come from a Linux & BSD background. I'm
in the opposite situation, I'm the only one with real *nix experience...everyone else just
follows my documentation. I'm constantly in conversations with Windows admins where
CLI is looked down on because "scary black screen" BS. Every solution or system
proposed where *nix could wipe Windows out hands down, for free, is shot down
because they don't get it; "you get what you pay for, free means we'll have problems",
"there's no support if something goes wrong", "only you will know how to use it", "but
we can't check things on the server with a GUI", etc. They pull anything they can out to
stay away from *nix even though it will save sometimes 6 figures in the budget out of
the box. They scream and pout when they realize that no antivirus is running on the *nix
servers, all of which are internal and no end-users interface with.

Windows-only admins are from my perspective restricted to a narrow bubble that keeps
them at a lower level of understanding from every angle I can think of, as well as
unwilling to learn anything else...even when they say they are. But I would never go out
of my way to disrespect them solely for that reason.

Frankly I think the answer to the OP is to learn and use linux as much as possible to
expand OP's horizons 10x. Going in with an open mind and the mentality that maybe
there is a better option for back-end services, even for Windows clients, is the best way
to go.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

santicarta Sysadmin 1 point · 3 months ago

If they don´t understand what you do is their problem.

I started as a programmer in C, so people who codded using objects look at me as a weirdo.

Then I started as a Jr admin admininstrating *nix system and some Windows Server (AD DS,
basically). Programers looked at me as a crazy person that has changed from codding to
administration.
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After that, went into .net coding again (just for the money). Missed the servers

Now I am back to Windows admin + some *nix services.

Why did I just explain what i worked into? Because there are a lot of assholes in every work
envoriment. The only thing that matters is that you feel good at what you do and you like it.

If you want you can try to work with them to integrate some services so they can see that
what you do is as hard as what they do.

 

 

 

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

drcygnus 1 point · 3 months ago

a lot of times, i simply remind people that things break. and often do break because
someone doesnt want to pay the money to make it run smoothly. then they blame
someone else. lol

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

gaz2600 Sr. Sysadmin 1 point · 3 months ago

I was a windows admin (servers and a few labs) in an Apple environment (client computers),
I was the only one with a windows desktop, I always got smack talk about how Apple was
better then Windows. I ended up moving to a new position which is a all Windows
environment. Personally I don't care what OS you like I think each has it's place.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

starmizzle S-1-5-420-512 0 points · 3 months ago

The Apple UI really is better for people who aren't good at computers.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

grilledcheeseadmin 1 point · 3 months ago

I wish I could ditch windows administration -_- You do the shit work that MUST be done
though, and anyone bashing that is an ass.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ImCaffeinated_Chris 1 point · 3 months ago

I honestly think it takes more skill to be a Windows Admin than a *nix admin.

 

Except Sco unix. You have to be a spawn of hell to admin that.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Webweasel_priyom 1 point · 3 months ago

Learn the retorts:

"Yeah, you say that, but systemD"
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"Have you heard about pulse audio? No me neither"

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

bolunez 1 point · 3 months ago

How do you know somebody runs Linux?

They'll tell you how much "better" it is. If it was so great, why are all of the users running
something else?

Managing Windows in 2018 is a goddamned shit show and takes someone who knows wtf
they're doing to make it work. It's no longer an easy job and you have to stay on top of
things constantly.

Ffs, Microsoft can't even release working patches, let alone an OS that spent wreck
something. You have to pick between the thing that's broken in version n vs the thing that's
broken in n-1 based on which one will break fewer things in your environment. It's no
longer a point and click "next" until you're done sort of job.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 3 points · 3 months ago

If it was so great, why are all of the users running something else?

Because many desktop support teams are terrified of learning something new, and
possibly retraining end users on bits and bobs.

PS Most end users are quite familiar with Linux and use it daily. It's the most likely OS to
be on their Phone or tablet, or their Chromebook.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

bolunez 2 points · 3 months ago

In the end though, it's the apps that matter, not the OS and the apps aren't on Linux.

Sure, there might be substitutes, but good luck with that.

If it was a viable option, nobody would be buying Windows licenses. Claiming that
we're afraid if something new is straight up asinine when everything Microsoft ships
is on such a rapid dev cycle that they can't QA it fast enough.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 1 point · 3 months ago

O365 pretty much makes "the apps" argument moot. Aside from a few niche
products, "the apps" are on Linux now too.

People are still buying Windows licenses because "Nobody ever got fired for
buying MS", same as IBM used to be.

Yes, desktop support bunnies are afraid of change. If not, you would already have
known that the vast majority of apps are on Linux (And MacOS, and anything else
with a browser).

Case in point: We only buy single CALs for windows workstations, if the end user
requests Windows OS. We only have ~20 windows boxes for over 800 employees.
5 of those are build agents for Windows software

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award
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bolunez 1 point · 3 months ago

Great for a small shop like that, but larger organizations need more than just
Office.

You could manage 800 devices with two people and no central management if
it's all in one site.

We've got a few hundred" desktop support bunnies" and a different catalog of
Windows only applications. When you're at that scale, you stay with the
mainstream OS because, for all of its flaws, it works.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 1 point · 3 months ago

Small shop, lol.

What do you need other than Office?

Salesforce? Web app. ERP? Webapp. SAGE100? Webapp (Older versions run
fine in Wine). SAP has ran on UNIX and Linux for forever.

Aside from some Adobe products (Which run great/better in MacOS), what
apps are "windows only" these days?

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

bolunez 1 point · 3 months ago

Yes, small. 800 employees is small. You can run Linux on your end users'
desktops because you're small and can afford to spend extra time
making it work.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 1 point · 3 months ago

We actually spend less time making it work. We write configs once,
and they work everywhere. We only have 3 desktop support people,
and they aren't even overworked.

We also save in capital costs. Don't need to refresh hardware as
often. Never had an issue with "Windows only apps". We spend
hardly anything on licensing. Our server count was dramatically
reduced. No need to buy crazy solutions for remote support, ssh +
keys works swimmingly. License audits are a dream (Here's the one
page of 10 line items of licenses we bought).

But you're right. It does take an attitude change. Desktop support
needs to stop being afraid of doing something new. The business
reaps magnitudes of return on the small investment required.

Bonus? Most workers like that their workstations are easier to use,
faster, and hardly ever break (Hardware... Can't solve that problem).

Ever wonder how and why Chromebook are making their way into
the enterprise? Surprise! It's Linux.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

bolunez 1 point · 3 months ago
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Look, bud. I'm glad that works for you, but it's not going to work
for everyone. Reality process my point.

It's not about anybody being afraid. Bean counters would trump
the freaking if change every time if it were really that easy. Thing
is, it isn't.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 1 point · 3 months ago

Thing is?

It is that easy. Again, why do you think Chromebooks are
making headway into the enterprise? They don't run Windows.
Why are all schools leaning heavy on Chromebooks? Schools
have almost been universally Windows shops until recently.

It's not because it's hard to do it.

How hard is it to show an end user to click on icons that open
web browser pages?

Bean counters can only jump at saving money if you present it
to them. It's not their job to know what technologies save
them money, it's our job to show them that.

But, go ahead, keep fighting the good fight. MS has already
mostly given up the desktop space already.

Yep, you'll have to re-tool. You're the only stumbling block,
really.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Continue this thread 

starmizzle S-1-5-420-512 0 points · 3 months ago

what apps are "windows only" these days

smdh

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 1 point · 3 months ago

Finding it hard to name an a business required app that is Windows
only?

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

sleepingsysadmin 1 point · 3 months ago

I have 50 windows users and I manage 150 windows computer, With AD DS, and several
windows services

Why the extra 100 machines?

I'm in a team with 5 people and all are Linux admin except myself.

What linux skills do you have? What are you learning about linux?

Everyday I have to endure those people look down at me because I'm windows admin.
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You're a lone wolf, you need to make the effort to join the team. I can 1000% guarantee you
that if I were in that situation and were able to cross the divide because I am also a linux
guy.

Everyday I have to endure those people saying they do not understand what I am talking
about.

Stop telling them.

I have enough people at work look at me as "untermench" because I'm windows admin.

You could always look for a new job to be sure, but this is a prime learning experience. You
can learn linux from 4 people who do it day2day. That's huge; better education than any
college or university can ever provide.

I'd be jumping at the opportunity to learn from them.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

RCTID1975 1 point · 3 months ago

Not the OP, but most of your points are general.

Why the extra 100 machines?

The OP is in a lab. Pretty common to have more machines than people.

What linux skills do you have? What are you learning about linux?

How is that relevant? OP was clearly hired as a windows admin.

You're a lone wolf, you need to make the effort to join the team. I can 1000%
guarantee you that if I were in that situation and were able to cross the divide
because I am also a linux guy.

Good for you, but it's not relevant here. We don't know what the structure is that OP is
working in or what they were hired to do. If you're not doing the same work as someone
else, there is no team.

I'd be jumping at the opportunity to learn from them.

What's the point though? Unless OP has a desire to learn linux admin, it'll be a waste at
best, and frustrating and annoying at worst.

Would you take that same advice from the technician that works on specialty
equipment?

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

unix_heretic Gentleman BOFH 2 points · 3 months ago

What's the point though? Unless OP has a desire to learn linux admin, it'll be a
waste at best, and frustrating and annoying at worst.

Learning something related to your career is never a waste. "frustrating and
annoying" are only valid reasons to avoid something if you don't intend to advance
your career.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

RCTID1975 0 points · 3 months ago

It's not necessarily part of their career path though.
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It'd be about the same as saying a C++ programmer should know Ruby. Is it
beneficial? Possibly, but it has no bearing on their ability to program in C++ and no
bearing on their ability to do their job in a C++ position.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

unix_heretic Gentleman BOFH 1 point · 3 months ago

There's a difference between what one has to know for their current job, and
what they should be willing to learn. Your C++ programmer is almost certainly
not going to remain solely in C++ over the course of their career. They'll have
to either pick up other languages to do their job, or integrate with software
written in those other languages.

If they're smart, they'll take the opportunity to learn other languages
regardless of the specific needs of their job - they won't drag their ass or bitch
about Ruby being "frustrating and annoying".

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

sleepingsysadmin 1 point · 3 months ago

What's the point though? Unless OP has a desire to learn linux admin, it'll be a
waste at best, and frustrating and annoying at worst.

So he's always going to be a blacksheep. Absolutely nothing will improve and he's
going to be miserable until he quits.

What a great solution.

Would you take that same advice from the technician that works on specialty
equipment?

Linux isn't specialty equipment.

To answer your question, I absolutely do.

I know a significant amount of CNC machines, Farming systems like priva, tons of erp
and crms, practically every phone system, etc etc. I have never held myself back from
learning new things.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Juan_Golt 0 points · 3 months ago · edited 3 months ago

I've been on both sides, and worked with admins of all stripes and experience levels. The
one consistent thing I saw among good engineers was that technology/platform comes
second to the design/business needs. Whereas poor engineers are always trying to apply
what they already know to the problem regardless of utility. E.G. FOSS devotee pushing a
non-tech smb into debian desktops, or a windows admin trying to host big websites on IIS.

That said, while I've encountered clueless admins of all varieties. The absolute bottom of
the barrel worst were always windows only people. Not that all windows admins are the
worst, but that the worst examples were always windows only.

A bad *nix admin might screw up a DNS configuration and not understand why until a
network engineer is showing him. Whereas I've encountered windows 'admins' who have
never used a CLI or scripting language of any kind. You just don't see that with *nix types.

The problem is that people make the same flawed assumptions you see elsewhere.
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Idiots are all windows admins.

therefore;

Windows admins must all be idiots.

Of course this is not true, but people tend to make this sort of mistake in reasoning.

Edit: Here's what you do about it. Let their hubris teach you. Don't try to min/max status.
Instead simply learn how things are done on the *nix side. If they want to act like they are
better than you because they know <thing>, fine let them tell you all about how it works. A
year from now you won't care what they thought of you, but you will appreciate the
knowledge that you gained.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

RCTID1975 -2 points · 3 months ago

Whereas I've encountered windows 'admins' who have never used a CLI or scripting
language of any kind.

Do tell me why that makes them a bad admin.....

The absolute bottom of the barrel worst were always 'windows only' people.

You said that, and then said:

The problem is that people make the same flawed assumptions you see elsewhere.

Idiots are all windows admins.

therefore; Windows admins must all be idiots.

You're doing exactly what you said isn't true.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Juan_Golt 2 points · 3 months ago · edited 3 months ago

Do tell me why that makes them a bad admin.....

Not being able to use a CLI, or write a script is a pretty serious impediment to
creating automation. Operations work involves a lot of automation. Is this a
controversial statement?

You're doing exactly what you said isn't true.

It can both be true that the worst examples are windows admins, and that people
inaccurately generalize this to the average windows admin. I am not making the case
that all windows admins are the worst, but that the worst tend to be windows
admins.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

RCTID1975 -1 points · 3 months ago

Not being able to use a CLI, or write a script is a pretty serious impediment to
creating automation.

Is it? I mean, there are entire suites of programs with GUIs dedicated to
automation.

Operations work involves a lot of automation.
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Does it? I think that's highly dependent on your situation, company, and what
exactly your job role entails.

It can both be true that the worst examples are windows admins, and that
people inaccurately generalize this to the average windows admin.

Sure can. I'm simply pointing out that you're "inaccurately generalizing this to the
average windows admin".

Aside from that, it's important to remember that all of this is anecdotal and not a
reflection on anyone other than the people you've encountered.

I know some pretty dumb Linux admins but I don't ago around saying Linux
admins are the worst.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

Juan_Golt 2 points · 3 months ago

highly dependent on your situation, company, and what exactly your job
role entails

Yes, and if the job role is 'sysadmin', then an understanding of
scripting/automation is needed.

you're "inaccurately generalizing this to the average windows admin".

But I'm not generalizing this to the average windows admins. On average
windows admins are fine, and being a good sysadmin is independent of
platform.

I don't ago around saying Linux admins are the worst.

I'm not saying windows admins are the worst. I'm saying that the worst tend to
be windows admins, and it commonly feeds into a hasty generalization to all
windows admins.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

ortizjonatan Distributed Systems Architect 1 point · 3 months ago

If you can't figure out why learning how to script in your OS of choice is a great skill
for a sysadmin, then you're not a sysadmin.

Our goal should be perpetually trying to automate ourselves out of work.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

RCTID1975 0 points · 3 months ago

itt: Lots of self-righteous people who thing they're holier-than-thou.

Thanks for perpetuating this crappy behavior.

 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

pingueame 0 points · 3 months ago

Oh. Take it eawy. Just another flameware.

Things are working? Profit. Your job is done.

Ps: linux is better
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 Reply Share Report Save Give Award

m16gunslinger77 VMware Admin -1 points · 3 months ago

Steps to take: Turn on Automatic Updates in Windows, including servers. Request the next
week that includes Patch Tuesday off. Turn off work phone and email. Allow update
dumpster fire to ensue.....
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